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Serving up a 
genome feast
J O S E P H  R .  E C K E R

Starting with a list of simple ingredients 
and blending them in the precise amounts 

needed to prepare a gourmet meal is a chal-
lenging task. In many respects, this task is 
analogous to the goal of the ENCODE project1, 
the recent progress of which is described in 
this issue2–7. The project aims to fully describe 
the list of common ingredients (functional 
elements) that make up the human genome 
(Fig. 1). When mixed in the right proportions, 
these ingredients constitute the information 
needed to build all the types of cells, body 
organs and, ultimately, an entire person from 
a single genome.

The ENCODE pilot project8 focused on 
just 1% of the genome — a mere appetizer — 
and its results hinted that the list of human 
genes was incomplete. Although there was 
scepticism about the feasibility of scaling up 
the project to the entire genome and to many 
hundreds of cell types, recent advances in low-
cost, rapid DNA-sequencing technology radi-
cally changed that view9. Now the ENCODE 
consortium presents a menu of 1,640 genome-
wide data sets prepared from 147 cell types, 
providing a six-course serving of papers in 
Nature, along with many companion publica-
tions in other journals.

One of the more remarkable findings 
described in the consortium’s ‘entrée’ paper 
(page 57)2 is that 80% of the genome con-
tains elements linked to biochemical func-
tions, dispatching the widely held view that 
the human genome is mostly ‘junk DNA’. The 
authors report that the space between genes 
is filled with enhancers (regulatory DNA ele-
ments), promoters (the sites at which DNA’s 
transcription into RNA is initiated) and 
numerous previously overlooked regions that 
encode RNA transcripts that are not trans-
lated into proteins but might have regula-
tory roles. Of note, these results show that 
many DNA variants previously correlated 

with certain diseases lie within or very near 
non-coding functional DNA elements, pro-
viding new leads for linking genetic variation  
and disease.

The five companion articles3–7 dish up 
diverse sets of genome-wide data regarding the 
mapping of transcribed regions, DNA binding 
of regulatory proteins (transcription factors) 
and the structure and modifications of chro-
matin (the association of DNA and proteins 
that makes up chromosomes), among other 
delicacies.

Djebali and colleagues3 (page 101) describe 
ultra-deep sequencing of RNAs prepared from 
many different cell lines and from specific 
compartments within the cells. They conclude 
that about 75% of the genome is transcribed 
at some point in some cells, and that genes 
are highly interlaced with overlapping tran-
scripts that are synthesized from both DNA 
strands. These findings force a rethink of the 
definition of a gene and of the minimum unit  
of heredity.

Moving on to the second and third 
courses, Thurman et al.4 and Neph et al.5 
(pages 75 and 83) have prepared two tasty 
chromatin-related treats. Both studies  
are based on the DNase I hypersensitivity  
assay, which detects genomic regions at 
which enzyme access to, and subsequent 
cleavage of, DNA is unobstructed by chro-
matin proteins. The authors identified cell-
specific patterns of DNase I hypersensitive  
sites that show remarkable concordance 
with experimentally determined and com-
putationally predicted binding sites of 
transcription factors. More over, they have 
doubled the number of known recognition 
sequences for DNA-binding proteins in the 
human genome, and have revealed a 50-base-
pair ‘footprint’ that is present in thousands of  
promoters5.

The next course, provided by Gerstein and 
colleagues6 (page 91) examines the principles 
behind the wiring of transcription-factor 

networks. In addition to assigning relatively 
simple functions to genome elements (such 
as ‘protein X binds to DNA element Y’), this 
study attempts to clarify the hierarchies of 
transcription factors and how the intertwined  
networks arise.

Beyond the linear organization of genes and 
transcripts on chromosomes lies a more com-
plex (and still poorly understood) network of 
chromosome loops and twists through which 

promoters and more 
distal elements, such 
as enhancers, can 
communicate their 
regulatory informa-
tion to each other. In 
the final course of the 
ENCODE genome 
feast, Sanyal and 

colleagues7 (page 109) map more than 1,000 
of these long-range signals in each cell type. 
Their findings begin to overturn the long-held 
(and probably oversimplified) prediction that 
the regulation of a gene is dominated by its 
proximity to the closest regulatory elements.

One of the major future challenges for 
ENCODE (and similarly ambitious pro-
jects) will be to capture the dynamic aspects 
of gene regulation. Most assays provide a 
single snapshot of cellular regulatory events, 
whereas a time series capturing how such 
processes change is preferable. Additionally, 
the examination of large batches of cells — as 
required for the current assays — may pre-
sent too simplified a view of the underlying 
regulatory complexity, because individual 
cells in a batch (despite being genetically 
identical) can sometimes behave in different 
ways. The development of new technologies 
aimed at the simultaneous capture of mul-
tiple data types, along with their regulatory 
dynamics in single cells, would help to tackle 
these issues.

A further challenge is identifying how the 
genomic ingredients are combined to assemble 
the gene networks and biochemical pathways 
that carry out complex functions, such as cell-
to-cell communication, which enable organs 
and tissues to develop. An even greater chal-
lenge will be to use the rapidly growing body 

FORUM: Genomics

ENCODE explained
The Encyclopedia of DNA Elements (ENCODE) project dishes up a hearty banquet of data that illuminate the roles of the 
functional elements of the human genome. Here, five scientists describe the project and discuss how the data are influencing 
research directions across many fields.  See Articles p.57, p.75, p.83, p.91, p.101 & Letter p.109

“These findings 
force a rethink of 
the definition  
of a gene and of  
the minimum 
unit of heredity.”

ENCODE
Encyclopedia of DNA Elements
nature.com/encode
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Once the human genome had been 
sequenced, it became apparent that 

an encyclopaedic knowledge of chromatin  
organization would be needed if we were to 
understand how gene expression is regulated. 
The ENCODE project goes a long way to 
achieving this goal and highlights the pivotal 
role of transcription factors in sculpting the 
chromatin landscape.

Although some of the analyses largely con-
firm conclusions from previous smaller-scale 
studies, this treasure trove of genome-wide 
data provides fresh insight into regulatory 

pathways and identifies prodigious numbers 
of regulatory elements. This is particularly so 
for Thurman and colleagues’ data4 regarding 
DNase I hypersensitive sites (DHSs) and for 
Gerstein and colleagues’ results6 concerning 
DNA binding of transcription factors. DHSs 
are genomic regions that are accessible to enzy-
matic cleavage as a result of the displacement 
of nucleosomes (the basic units of chromatin) 
by DNA-binding proteins (Fig. 1). They are the 
hallmark of cell-type-specific enhancers, which 
are often located far away from promoters.

The ENCODE papers expose the profusion 
of DHSs — more than 200,000 per cell type, far 
outstripping the number of promoters — and 
their variability between cell types. Through 
the simultaneous presence in the same cell 
type of a DHS and a nearby active promoter, 
the researchers paired half a million enhancers 
with their probable target genes. But this leaves 

of data from genome-sequencing projects to 
understand the range of human phenotypes 
(traits), from normal developmental processes, 
such as ageing, to disorders such as Alzhei-
mer’s disease10.

Achieving these ambitious goals may 
require a parallel investment of functional 
studies using simpler organisms — for exam-
ple, of the type that might be found scamp-
ering around the floor, snatching up crumbs 
in the chefs’ kitchen. All in all, however, the 
ENCODE project has served up an all-you-
can-eat feast of genomic data that we will be 
digesting for some time. Bon appétit!

Joseph R. Ecker is at the Howard Hughes 
Medical Institute and the Salk Institute for 
Biological Studies, La Jolla, California 92037, 
USA.
e-mail: ecker@salk.edu

Figure 1 | Beyond the sequence. The ENCODE project2–7 provides 
information on the human genome far beyond that contained within the DNA 
sequence — it describes the functional genomic elements that orchestrate the 
development and function of a human. The project contains data about the 
degree of DNA methylation and chemical modifications to histones that can 
influence the rate of transcription of DNA into RNA molecules (histones are 
the proteins around which DNA is wound to form chromatin). ENCODE also 
examines long-range chromatin interactions, such as looping, that alter the 
relative proximities of different chromosomal regions in three dimensions and 
also affect transcription. Furthermore, the project describes the binding activity 

of transcription-factor proteins and the architecture (location and sequence) of 
gene-regulatory DNA elements, which include the promoter region upstream of 
the point at which transcription of an RNA molecule begins, and more distant 
(long-range) regulatory elements. Another section of the project was devoted 
to testing the accessibility of the genome to the DNA-cleavage protein DNase I. 
These accessible regions, called DNase I hypersensitive sites, are thought to 
indicate specific sequences at which the binding of transcription factors and 
transcription-machinery proteins has caused nucleosome displacement. In 
addition, ENCODE catalogues the sequences and quantities of RNA transcripts, 
from both non-coding and protein-coding regions.
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11 Years Ago
The draft 
human genome
OUR GENOME UNVEILED
Unless the human genome contains 
a lot of genes that are opaque to our 
computers, it is clear that we do not 
gain our undoubted complexity 
over worms and plants by using 
many more genes. Understanding 
what does give us our complexity —  
our enormous behavioural 
repertoire, ability to produce 
conscious action, remarkable 
physical coordination (shared with 
other vertebrates), precisely tuned 
alterations in response to external 
variations of the environment, 
learning, memory … need I go 
on? — remains a challenge for the 
future.
David Baltimore
From Nature 15 February 2001

GENOME SPEAK
With the draft in hand, researchers 
have a new tool for studying the 
regulatory regions and networks 
of genes. Comparisons with other 
genomes should reveal common 
regulatory elements, and the 
environments of genes shared with 
other species may offer insight into 
function and regulation beyond the 
level of individual genes. The draft 
is also a starting point for studies 
of the three-dimensional packing 
of the genome into a cell’s nucleus. 
Such packing is likely to influence 
gene regulation … The human 
genome lies before us, ready for 
interpretation.
Peer Bork and Richard Copley
From Nature 15 February 2001

DNA potentially acts as a reservoir for the 
creation of new functional molecules, such as 
regulatory RNAs. 

What are the implications of these results 
for genetic studies of complex human traits 
and disease? Genome-wide association stud-
ies (GWAS), which link variations in DNA 
sequence with specific traits and diseases, have 
in recent years become the workhorse of the 
field, and have identified thousands of DNA 
variants associated with hundreds of complex 

traits (such as height) 
and diseases (such as 
diabetes). But associ-
ation is not causality, 
and identifying those 
variants that are 
causally linked to a 
given disease or trait, 
and understanding 
how they exert such 
influence, has been 
difficult. Further-

more, most of these associated variants lie in 
non-coding regions, so their functional effects 
have remained undefined. 

The ENCODE project provides a detailed 
map of additional functional non-coding 
units in the human genome, including some 
that have cell-type-specific activity. In fact, 
the catalogue contains many more func-
tional non-coding regions than genes. These 
data show that results of GWAS are typically 
enriched for variants that lie within such 
non-coding functional units, sometimes in 
a cell-type-specific manner that is consist-
ent with certain traits, suggesting that many 
of these regions could be causally linked to 
disease. Thus, the project demonstrates that 
non-coding regions must be considered when 
interpreting GWAS results, and it provides a 
strong motivation for reinterpreting previous 
GWAS findings. Furthermore, these results 
imply that sequencing studies focusing on 
protein-coding sequences (the ‘exome’) risk 
missing crucial parts of the genome and the 
ability to identify true causal variants. 

However, although the ENCODE cata-
logues represent a remarkable tour de force, 
they contain only an initial exploration of the 
depths of our genome, because many more cell 
types must yet be investigated. Some of the 
remaining challenges for scientists searching 
for causal disease variants lie in: accessing data 
derived from cell types and tissues relevant to 
the disease under study; understanding how 
these functional units affect genes that may be 
distantly located7; and the ability to generalize 
such results to the entire organism.
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Non-coding 
but functional
I N Ê S  B A R R O S O

The vast majority of the human genome 
does not code for proteins and, until 

now, did not seem to contain defined gene-
regulatory elements. Why evolution would 
maintain large amounts of ‘useless’ DNA had 
remained a mystery, and seemed wasteful. It 
turns out, however, that there are good reasons 
to keep this DNA. Results from the ENCODE 
project2–8 show that most of these stretches of 
DNA harbour regions that bind proteins and 
RNA molecules, bringing these into positions 
from which they cooperate with each other to 
regulate the function and level of expression of 
protein-coding genes. In addition, it seems that 
widespread transcription from non-coding 

“The results 
imply that 
sequencing 
studies 
focusing on 
protein-coding 
sequences risk 
missing crucial 
parts of the 
genome.”

more than 2 million putative enhancers with-
out known targets, revealing the enormous 
expanse of the regulatory genome landscape 
that is yet to be explored. Chromosome-con-
formation-capture methods that detect long-
range physical associations between distant 
DNA regions are attempting to bridge this gap. 
Indeed, Sanyal and colleagues7 applied these 
techniques to survey such associations across 
1% of the genome.

The ENCODE data start to paint a picture 
of the logic and architecture of transcriptional 
networks, in which DNA binding of a few 
high-affinity transcription factors displaces 
nucleosomes and creates a DHS, which in turn 
facilitates the binding of further, lower-affinity 
factors. The results also support the idea that 
transcription-factor binding can block DNA 
methylation (a chemical modification of DNA 
that affects gene expression), rather than the 
other way around — which is highly relevant 
to the interpretation of disease-associated sites 
of altered DNA methylation11.

The exquisite cell-type specificity of regula-
tory elements revealed by the ENCODE studies 
emphasizes the importance of having appropri-
ate biological material on which to test hypothe-
ses. The researchers have focused their efforts on 
a set of well-established cell lines, with selected 
assays extended to some freshly isolated cells. 
Challenges for the future include following the 
dynamic changes in the regulatory landscape 
during specific developmental pathways, and 
understanding chromatin structure in tissues  
containing heterogeneous cell populations.
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Evolution and 
the code 
J O N A T H A N  K .  P R I T C H A R D  &  Y O A V  G I L A D 

One of the great challenges in evolutionary 
biology is to understand how differences 

in DNA sequence between species determine 
differences in their phenotypes. Evolution-
ary change may occur both through changes 
in protein-coding sequences and through 
sequence changes that alter gene regulation.

There is growing recognition of the impor-
tance of this regulatory evolution, on the basis 
of numerous specific examples as well as on 
theoretical grounds. It has been argued that 
potentially adaptive changes to protein-
coding sequences may often be prevented 
by natural selection because, even if they are 
beneficial in one cell type or tissue, they may 
be detrimental elsewhere in the organism. By 
contrast, because gene-regulatory sequences 
are frequently associated with temporally and 
spatially specific gene-expression patterns,  
changes in these regions may modify the 
function of only certain cell types at specific 
times, making it more likely that they will 
confer an evolutionary advantage12. 

However, until now there has been little 
information about which genomic regions 
have regulatory activity. The ENCODE pro-
ject has provided a first draft of a ‘parts list’ of 
these regulatory elements, in a wide range of 
cell types, and moves us considerably closer to 
one of the key goals of genomics: understand-
ing the functional roles (if any) of every posi-
tion in the human genome.

Nonetheless, it will take a great deal of work 
to identify the critical sequence changes in 
the newly identified regulatory elements 
that drive functional differences between 
humans and other species. There are some 
precedents for identifying key regulatory 
differences (see, for example, ref. 13), but 
ENCODE’s improved identification of regu-
latory elements should greatly accelerate 
progress in this area. The data may also allow 
researchers to begin to identify sequence 
alterations occurring simultaneously in mul-
tiple genomic regions, which, when added 
together, drive phenotypic change — a pro-
cess called polygenic adaptation14. 

However, despite the progress brought  
by the ENCODE consortium and other 
research groups, it remains difficult to  
discern with confidence which variants in 
putative regulatory regions will drive func-
tional changes, and what these changes will be. 
We also still have an incomplete understanding 
of how regulatory sequences are linked to tar-
get genes. Furthermore, the ENCODE project 
focused mainly on the control of transcrip-
tion, but many aspects of post-transcriptional 
regulation, which may also drive evolutionary  

From catalogue 
to function
E R A N  S E G A L

Projects that produce unprecedented 
amounts of data, such as the human 

genome project15 or the ENCODE project, 
present new computational and data-analysis  
challenges and have been a major force  
driving the development of computational 
methods in genomics. The human genome 
project produced one bit of information per 
DNA base pair, and led to advances in algo-
rithms for sequence matching and alignment. 
By contrast, in its 1,640 genome-wide data sets, 
ENCODE provides a profile of the accessibility, 
methylation, transcriptional status, chroma-
tin structure and bound molecules for every 
base pair. Processing the project’s raw data to 
obtain this functional information has been an 
immense effort.

For each of the molecular-profiling methods 
used, the ENCODE researchers devised novel 
processing algorithms designed to remove 

outliers and protocol-
specific biases, and to 
ensure the reliability 
of the derived func-
tional information. 
These processing 
pipelines and qual-
ity-control measures 
have been adapted by 
the research commu-
nity as the standard 
for the analysis of 

such data. The high quality of the functional 
information they produce is evident from the 
exquisite detail and accuracy achieved, such 
as the ability to observe the crystallographic 
topography of protein–DNA interfaces in 
DNase I footprints5, and the observation 
of more than one-million-fold variation 
in dynamic range in the concentrations of  
different RNA transcripts3.

But beyond these individual methods for 
data processing, the profound biological 
insights of ENCODE undoubtedly come from 
computational approaches that integrated 
multiple data types. For example, by combin-
ing data on DNA methylation, DNA acces-
sibility and transcription-factor expression. 
Thurman et al.4 provide fascinating insight 
into the causal role of DNA methylation in 
gene silencing. They find that transcription-
factor binding sites are, on average, less fre-
quently methylated in cell types that express 
those transcription factors, suggesting that 
binding-site methylation often results from a 
passive mechanism that methylates sites not 
bound by transcription factors.

Despite the extensive functional informa-
tion provided by ENCODE, we are still far 
from the ultimate goal of understanding the 
function of the genome in every cell of every 
person, and across time within the same 
person. Even if the throughput rate of the 
ENCODE profiling methods increases dra-
matically, it is clear that brute-force measure-
ment of this vast space is not feasible. Rather, 
we must move on from descriptive and correla-
tive computational analyses, and work towards 
deriving quantitative models that integrate the 
relevant protein, RNA and chromatin compo-
nents. We must then describe how these com-
ponents interact with each other, how they 
bind the genome and how these binding events 
regulate transcription. 

If successful, such models will be able to 
predict the genome’s function at times and 
in settings that have not been directly meas-
ured. By allowing us to determine which 
assumptions regarding the physical interac-
tions of the system lead to models that better 
explain measured patterns, the ENCODE 
data provide an invaluable opportunity to 
address this next immense computational 
challenge. ■
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“The high 
quality of the 
functional 
information 
produced is 
evident from the 
exquisite detail 
and accuracy 
achieved.” 

changes, are yet to be fully explored. 
Nonetheless, these are exciting times for 

studies of the evolution of gene regulation. 
With such new resources in hand, we can 
expect to see many more descriptions of adap-
tive regulatory evolution, and how this has 
contributed to human evolution. 
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One of the specific aims of systems biology is to model and discover properties of cells, tissues and
organisms functioning. A systems biology approach was undertaken to investigate possibly the entire
system of intra-uterine growth we had available, to assess the variables of interest, discriminate those
which were effectively related with appropriate or restricted intrauterine growth, and achieve an un-
derstanding of the systems in these two conditions. The Artificial Adaptive Systems, which include
Artificial Neural Networks and Evolutionary Algorithms lead us to the first analyses. These analyses
identified the importance of the biochemical variables IL-6, IGF-II and IGFBP-2 protein concentrations in
placental lysates, and offered a new insight into placental markers of fetal growth within the IGF and
cytokine systems, confirmed they had relationships and offered a critical assessment of studies previ-
ously performed.

� 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Systems biology and the need for an approach that uses
Artificial Adaptive Systems

Systems biology is a biology-based inter-disciplinary field of
study that focuses on complex interactions within biological sys-
tems. Systems biology is a term used to describe an approach
applied to biomedical and biological scientific research. Since the
year 2000, this term has been used widely in biosciences in a va-
riety of contexts.

One of the specific aims of systems biology is to model and
discover properties of cells, tissues and organisms functioning as a
system whose theoretical description is only possible using tech-
niques which fall under the orders of systems biology.

At the basis of this new paradigm of systems biology research is
a shift from reductionism to complexity. The theory of complexity
conceives the behavior of a system as the result (or consequence) of
the behavior of its parts (or agents). This intuition applies to all
ion; IGF, insulin-like growth
in; IL-6, interleukin-6; ANNS,
s.
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E. Street).

All rights reserved.
those scientific problems for which it is not possible to come to a
complete formulation of the system’s objective function. This
happens in all those cases, in which it is not possible to derive the
motion equations for the system parts or components from a top-
down perspective.

The theory of complexity, instead, rests on the concept that a
system’s behavior can be described using a bottom-up approach,
namely by obtaining the system’s behavior as a result of the laws or
rules followed by the agents in the system. This approach is used
increasingly in sociology, political sciences, demography and
environmental sciences (Tesfatsion and Judd, 2006; Myrskyla et al.,
2009; Farmer and Foley, 2009). These considerations are the same
that lie behind the development of Artificial Adaptive Systems al-
gorithms (AAS, for short) which we shall describe below.

Complexity is related often to the high number of variables
interacting in biological systems with many connections among
these, including feedback loops, and usually several nonlinear re-
lationships which become described by specific equations. How-
ever, it is important to note that complexity per se does not need
necessarily a high number of variables and that “several” therefore
has a relative meaning. For example; a properly interacting system
of just three variables can show a highly complex pattern due to
deterministic chaos. The remarkable progress in measurement
techniques of chemical and biological species and concurrent
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substantial advances in mathematical theories behind urged the
need of analyzing and understanding complex systems of funda-
mental importance.

Unfortunately, even the most powerful and well established
statistical methods available to date, were developed in the first
half of the past century when the scenario was dominated by acute
infectious diseases, and the available information was much more
simple, or at the most “complicated” rather than “complex” (i.e.,
Expert Systems and multivariate linear statistics).

It is now the time for fundamental questions as: does the
mathematics used currently in medicine give the necessary infor-
mation on the complexity of the diseases being investigated?

In a complex system each component loses its identity outside
of the system of which it is part of. Complexity involves a new kind
of mathematics, able to handle chaotic behavior, highly non-linear
dynamics, and fractal geometry (Steeb, 2006; Witten and Frank,
2005; Mandelbrot, 1978; Zimmermann, 2006). There are a num-
ber of different reasons to apply complex system mathematics on
predictive medicine and some of these are listed in Table 1.

The use of computers has opened the floodgates to methods of
data collection that were impossible just a decade ago, solving the
quantitative problem of information load, but computers are also
responsible for allowing computationally intensive medical ana-
lyses with newer numerical algorithms addressing the qualitative
challenge.

Therefore, computational and mathematical medicine is a new
research area where:

a. Complex biological problems, whose theory is unclear, are
represented as a large amount of atomic data, measuring ac-
tions, structures and functions of the biological landscape un-
der study;

b. No predefined model is hypothesized for those data, but each
atomic data uses a highly nonlinear algorithm to interact with
the other data;

c. The interaction along time, among the data, changing the data,
gives rise to a new dynamic model, top-down from the mul-
tiple and distributed local data interactions;

d. The computer becomes the environment within which this
process happens and the place where this experimentation is
validated in a double blind protocol.

In a few words: the computer becomes a second biological
laboratory, and the AAS algorithms work as a meta-model, able
to generate different models each time according to the data
(data driven algorithms). Therefore, newer statistical approaches,
based on new mathematical and logic assumptions broadly
belonging to the artificial adaptive system family and complex
theory setting, allow to tame intractable data sets. Seen in this
perspective computer science (the science of algorithms) is now
playing the role which mathematics did from the seventeenth
through to the twentieth century: providing an orderly, formal
framework and exploratory apparatus for the progress of
knowledge.
Table 1
Motivations to apply complex system mathematics to predictive medicine.

Processes are based on complex networks of interacting genes and proteins.
(Casey et al., 2012)

Health status is the consequence of dynamic processes that regulate these
networks. (Xochitl, 2012)

Non-linear critical thresholds link to pathology. (Grossi, 2001)
Predictions need to be applied to individual patients
Huge amount of data per subject hamper statistical tests (President’s council,

2008)
2. Artificial Adaptive Systems

The coupling of computer science with these new theoretical
bases allows the creation of “intelligent” agents able to adapt
themselves dynamically to problems of high complexity: the Arti-
ficial Adaptive Systems (AAS), which include Artificial Neural Net-
works (ANNs) and Evolutionary Algorithms (EA) (Grossi and
Buscema, 2006, 2007).

ANNs and EA are able to reproduce the dynamic interaction of
multiple factors simultaneously, allowing the study of complexity.

ANN and EA are adaptive models analyzing data which are
inspired by the functioning processes of the human brain and of
evolution. These are systemswhich are able tomodify their internal
structure in relation to a function objective. These are particularly
suited for solving nonlinear type problems, being able to recon-
struct the approximate rules that put a certain set of data e which
describes the problem being considered e with a set of data which
provides the solution (ANN) or to reconstruct the optimal data for a
given set of rules or constraints (EA).

2.1. Artificial Neural Networks (ANN)

The basic elements of ANN are the nodes, also called processing
elements (PE), and their connections. Each node has its own input,
from which it receives communications from other nodes and/or
from the environment and its own output, from which it commu-
nicates with other nodes or with the environment. Finally, each
node has a function through which it transforms its own global
input into an output (Fig. 1).

Each connection is characterized by the strength with which
pairs of nodes are excited or inhibited. Positive values indicate
excitatory connections, the negative ones, inhibitory connections.

The connections between the nodes canmodify themselves over
time. This dynamic starts as a learning process in the entire ANN.
Theway throughwhich the nodesmodify themselves is called “Law
of Learning”. The total dynamic of an ANN is tied to time. In fact, for
the ANN to modify its own connections, the environment has to
necessarily act on the ANN more times. Data are the environment
which acts on the ANN.

The learning process is, therefore, one of the key mechanisms
that characterize the ANN, which are considered adaptive pro-
cessing systems. The learning process is one way to adapt the
connections of an ANN to the data structure that make-up the
environment and, therefore, a way to “understand” the environ-
ment and the relations that characterize it.

2.2. Evolutionary Algorithms (EA)

At variance with neural networks which are adaptive systems,
able to discover the optimal hidden rules explaining a certain data
set, Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) are Artificial Adaptive Systems
able to find optimal data when fixed rules or constraints must be
respected. These are in other words optimization tools which
become fundamental when the space of possible states in a dy-
namic system tends to be very huge.

AnEA forexample canhelp todistribute theoriginal sample in two
or more sub-samples with the aim of obtaining the maximum per-
formancepossible fromanANN that is trainedon thefirst sample and
tested on the second. In order to limit eventual optimistic polariza-
tions in the evaluation of the performance, it is possible also, to
reverse the two samples and to consider the mean between the two
approximations obtained as fitness of the algorithm and as an esti-
mate of the model’s quality (Buscema et al., 2005).

EA can approach also the problem of selecting the variables
most related to a particular outcome, without the use of linear
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Fig. 1. Typical neural network architecture. The basic elements of ANN are the nodes, also called processing elements (PE), and their connections. Each node has its own input, from
which it receives communications from other nodes and/or from the environment and its own output, from which it communicates with other nodes or with the environment.
Finally, each node has a function through which it transforms its own global input into an output.
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correlation. When linear systems are used, the correlation index,
which indicates the degree of relationship existing between the
input and output variables of the system, suggests which of the
variables available should be used in order to build a model of the
problem.

The problem of selecting a subset of variables on which to build
“the model for the process under examination” stems from the fact
that, when data are gathered to build a Data Base, the relationship
between the collected variables and the function of the process
being examined is unknown. In this case the natural approach is to
include all of the variables that may have a connection with the
event being studied. The result of this approach is that often a series
of variables, which do not contain any information regarding the
process being examined, are present. These variables, introduced
into the model, cause an increase of the noise, and, therefore, a
greater difficulty for the ANN to learn the data correctly.

The coupling of ANN and EA brings to the concept of artificial
organisms, able to optimize classification performance and
predictability.

The use of Artificial Adaptive Systems (AAS) in biology and
medicine is rapidly spreading, underlining a growing acknowledg-
ment of its relevance as a fundamental tool of research and experi-
mentation. A clear sign of this trend is the proliferation of papers that
explicitly address this approach or use it to test a given theory or
empirical procedure. Moreover, the publications are “percolating”
from highly specialized journals, to more widespread journals.

3. Intra-uterine growth restriction

Most cases of fetal growth restriction (IUGR) are still of un-
known origin (Resnik, 2002). The interest in IUGR has grown
because the concept of a “Fetal Origin of Adult Disease” has
developed with time to describe modifications in utero that might
influence adult patho-physiology (Karlberg and Albertsson-
Wikland, 1995; Godfrey and Barker, 2000).

Many data are present in the Literature that have analysed and
compared separately single or few peptides between IUGR and
appropriate for gestational age newborns (AGA), mainly studies
performed on serum samples from the mothers, most a few years
after birth, few on cord serum and placental samples (Street et al.,
2006a).

The system is certainly very complex, and many subsystems are
involved, however, some are yet unidentified, others are partially
known, and it would be virtually impossible at present to put them
all together. Therefore, we focused our attention mainly of the IGF
system which is well recognized to be crucial for fetal growth. In
particular, this has been proven by experiments in knockout mice
(DeChiara et al., 1990; Baker et al., 1993; Liu et al., 1993; Ohlsson
et al., 1989). Furthermore, the main peptides of this system, IGF-I
and IGF-II are both known to be synthesised in the placenta
(Shen et al., 1986; Wang et al., 1998; Zollers et al., 2001).

We previously showed that IGF-I, IGFBP-2 and IGF-II gene ex-
pressions were increased in the placentas and that cord serum
IGFBP-1 and IGFBP-2 concentrations were also increased in IUGR
newborns (Street et al., 2006a).

Cytokines are thought to play also an important role in regu-
lating placental development and growth although they have been
poorly studied (Bartha, 2003). In different conditions cytokine and
IGF interactions have been previously shown (Street et al., 2006b,
2008b; Senn et al., 2002).

We showed (Street et al., 2006a) that IL-6 gene expression and
protein content in the placentawere significantly increased in IUGR
newborns and were positively related with IGFBP-1 and IGFBP-2
gene expressions, suggesting cytokine and IGF system relation-
ships in the placenta. However, relationships are difficult to
demonstrate in observational studies, in particular, when linear
statistical methods are being applied to virtually non-linear re-
lationships, thus, we had no certainty that this really existed and
was crucial to “the system of intra-uterine growth”.

Furthermore, the selection of cases is extremely important in
observational studies, and when referring to IUGR, one must
consider at least gestational age, gender, and known causes of IUGR.
It is also unknown how gene expression is related to protein con-
tent and metabolism, and clinical information is different from
maternal serum data which is different to that of the fetus, and
different from the information obtained from placenta.



Table 2
List of variables analysed using Artificial Neural Networks (ANNS) and their linear
correlation index (r2) with each target variable.

Variables Correlation
index (r2)

1 Chronological age of the
mother at delivery (years)

0.11

2 Sex of the newborn 0
3 Gestational age (weeks) 0.22
4 Other siblings (yes or No) 0.001
5 Number of other siblings 0.005
6 Number of previous abortions 0.000
7 Total placental protein

content in lysates (mg/ml)
0.007

8 IGF-II concentration in
placental lysates (ng/mg)

0.16

9 IGFBP-2 concentration in
placental lysates (ng/mg)

0.05

10 IL-6 concentration in
placental lysates (pg/mg)

0.09

11 TNF-a concentration in
placental lysates (ng/mg)

0.05

12 IGF-I relative gene expression
in placenta (A.U./18S, UBQ)

0.01

13 IGF-II relative gene expression
in placenta (A.U./18S, UBQ)

0.02

14 IGFBP-1 relative gene expression
in placenta (A.U./18S, UBQ)

0.05

15 IGFBP-2 relative gene expression
in placenta (A.U./18S, UBQ)

0.08

16 IL-6 relative gene expression in
placenta (A.U./18S, UBQ)

0.16

Modified Street et al., 2008a.

Table 3
Variables selected by the optimized (I.S.) system which were subsequently admin-
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Factors from different compartments, and different kinds of in-
formation could explain differently IUGR, and some information
might be relevant whereas some other might not, and some infor-
mation might be hidden to common reasoning. These are the main
reasons for a systems biology approach to be undertaken to investi-
gate a system in a wider/comprehensive manner as possible. The ul-
timate aim was to discriminate variables effectively related with
appropriate or restricted intrauterine growth, and achieve an under-
standing of the systems in these two conditions (Street et al., 2008a).

Artificial Neural Networks have been used to predict the risk of
mortality in very low birth weight newborns (Namasivayam and
Waldemar, 2001) and to predict extubation outcome in preterm
infants proving that they can be particularly useful to evidence-
based medicine (Mueller et al., 2004). Other studies have used a
systems biology approach to investigate whether a mouse model is
actually useful to understand the human placenta. Cox et al. (2009)
to address the effects of tobacco smoking on embryonic develop-
ment (Feltes BC et al., 2013), and evaluate how development and
aging are interconnected (Feltes BC, 2011), however, in the Litera-
ture to date studies addressing specifically intra-uterine growth are
substantially lacking, and thus, it is difficult to compare any of our
findings with the work of other authors.

As example of the potential role of AAS in IUGR, wewill describe
their use in a small data set, which has been object of previous
studies (Street, 2006a,b; Smerieri, 2011) inwhich we followed from
pregnancy 20 IUGR and 29 AGA births of comparable gestational
age (35.3 � 0.5 vs 36.6 � 0.5 weeks, respectively, n.s.). All preg-
nancies were dated correctly by ultrasound during the first
trimester of gestation, and only cases of idiopathic IUGR were
included in the studies.

AAS seemed to us particularly appropriate to accomplish the
task of creating a modular but comprehensive model to study fetal
development for the following reasons:

a) AAS focuses upon the behavior of agents as part of a complex
system. These take into account the rules according to which
they act and interact;

b) It has been demonstrated by many authors that AAS are
capable of handling agent heterogeneity (Lisboa, 2002; Zou
et al., 2008);

c) AAS make it possible to integrate different disciplinary per-
spectives. A particular portion of the system architecture can be
described by a separate set of mathematical equations
describing the behavior of the “agent” represented;

d) AAS allow to structure the software architecture across
different levels of analysis and to explicitly reveal in the model
the understanding of the rules with which agents interact.
istered to the ANNs.

Variables IS 1�

selection
IS 2�

selection

Chronological age of the mother at delivery X X
Sex of the newborn
Gestational age X X
Other siblings X X
Number of other siblings
Number of previous abortions
Total placental protein content in lysates
IGF-II concentration in placental lysates X X
IGFBP-2 concentration in placental lysates X X
IL-6 concentration in placental lysates
TNF-a concentration in placental lysates
IGF-I relative gene expression in placenta X X
IGF-II relative gene expression in placenta X
IGFBP-1 relative gene expression in placenta
IGFBP-2 relative gene expression in placenta X X
IL-6 relative gene expression in placenta X

From Street et al., 2008a.
3.1. Understanding intra-uterine growth using supervised ANNs

In recent years ANNs have been used successfully in medicine as
previously mentioned (Penco et al., 2005; Baldassarre et al., 2004;
Lahner et al., 2005; Mecocci et al., 2002; Lapuerta et al., 1998;
Buchman et al., 1994; DiRusso et al., 2002), and have been
applied to solve clinical problems in pediatrics including those
related to preterm births (Mueller et al., 2004; Jaing et al., 2001;
DeGroff et al., 2001; Namasivayam and Waldemar, 2001;
Zernikow et al., 1998).

As previously explained, first we fed to the system all the vari-
ables we considered in our data base (Table 2), then we identified,
using the optimisation method, the most significant (Table 3), and
subsequently worked with these. To do this we used ANNS.

The following step took into consideration that if the relation-
ships among variables were nonlinear, they were not able to
preserve, with adequate accuracy, the geometrical structure of the
original space. Moreover, mapping is generally based on a specific
kind of “distance” among variables and gives origin to a “static”
projection of possible associations losing the intrinsic dynamics
due to active interactions of variables in living systems of the real
world (Buscema and Grossi, 2007). A new paradigm of variable
mapping which creates a sort of semantic connectivity has over-
come, however, these limitations. This method was described by
Buscema and Grossi (2008), and, thus, applied.

Using this latter method and supervised ANNS we showed that
IGF-II, IGFBP-2 and IL-6 concentrations in placental lysates were the
most important determinants of foetal growth (Tables 3 and 4,
Fig. 2), and could be potentially interesting for the development of
future therapeutic interventions possibly aiming at reducing IL-6



Table 4
Summary of results obtained by different ANNmodels on the variables of the first (7
variables-Table 2) and second (9 variables-Table 2) random selection from the data
base using an optimisation protocol (IS system). The columns, IUGR% and AGA% give
the percentage of correct diagnoses based on the variables selected by the optimi-
zation protocol, reported in Table 3.

ANN model Target Mean accuracy % Errors

IUGR (%) AGA (%) Arithmetic Weighted

BM 7 VAR. 91.67 84.62 88.14 88.00 3
BM 9 VAR. 91.67 76.92 84.29 84.00 4
BP 7 VAR. 91.67 84.62 88.14 88.00 3
BP 9 VAR. 91.67 84.62 88.14 88.00 3
SN 7 VAR. 75.00 92.31 83.65 84.00 4
SN 9 VAR. 75.00 84.62 79.81 80.00 5

IUGR: Intra-uterine growth restriction.
AGA: appropriate for gestational age.
The ANN used were: BM Bimodal neural network; BP: Back propagation neural
network; SN: Sine net neural network.
Modified Street et al., 2008a.
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and IGFBP-2 concentrations to preserve IGF bioactivity in both
placenta and fetus (Street et al., 2008b).

Concluding, the emerging picture was that IL-6, and IGF system
peptides in placenta, although with some differences, were ruling
factors in intra-uterine growth, both in conditions of appropriate
fetal growth and intra-uterine growth restriction. These results
overall offered a new insight into placental players of fetal growth
within the IGF and cytokine systems.

These finding were in agreement with experimental data in
in vitro studies, in animals, and in humans where the IGF-II peptide
is a well recognized and important determinant of fetal growth
(DeChiara et al., 1990; Baker et al., 1993; Liu et al., 1993; Ohlsson
et al., 1989; Shen et al., 1986). Our previous data showed
increased IGF-2 placental concentrations and gene expression in
IUGR newborns, reflecting a possible protective mechanism to
promote growth in unfavorable conditions (Street et al., 2006a).

IGFBP-2 could have yet unknown effects in utero on fetal growth
and on placental metabolism. Altogether, to date, IGFBP-2 has been
poorly studied, and previously was not considered an important
bio-regulator of IGF bio-availability (Han et al., 1996). In cord
serum, we previously showed a clear positive effect of IGF-II, and
negative effect of IGFBP-2 on both birth length and weight
(Smerieri et al., 2011).

IL-6 has been studied only recently in placenta, and with respect
to fetal growth, and few significant data are available in humans
Fig. 2. Connectivity map clarifying the clusters of variables, and single relationships
among variables. The placental IGF-II content resulted in a central node (in red), and
closely related with IUGR, and placental content in IL-6, IGFBP-2. It was also directly a
function of its gene expression and of total placental protein content. Interestingly it
was also dependent on the mothers age at delivery.
(Amu et al., 2006; Nahum et al., 2004) showing both unchanged
(Bartha et al., 2003) and increased IL-6 (Nahum et al., 2004). Studies
have been performed in the maternal serum (Elfayomy et al., 2013),
and in cord serum, showing increased IL-6 when acquisition of lipid
tissue by the fetus is inadequate (Martos-Moreno et al., 2009), in
fetal distress (Hsta et al., 1996), andwhen birth weight is lower than
expected (Amarilyo et al., 2011). IL-6 has been described reduced in
the presence of eclampsia (Ødegård et al., 2001).

With the data from our analyses we confirmed a central role of
IL-6 content in placenta in IUGR. We showed previously that IL-6
mRNA was significantly increased in the placenta of IUGR new-
borns (Street et al., 2006a). This pro-inflammatory cytokine is of
particular interest as it has shown interactions with the IGF system
in many chronic inflammatory diseases (Street et al., 2006b, 2008b;
Senn et al., 2002), and interesting molecular mechanisms of
insulin-resistance have been shown (Ozes et al., 2001; Klover et al.,
2003; Li et al., 2010; Aguirre et al., 2002). Insulin-resistance is
considered to be the cause of the metabolic syndrome in later life,
and subjects born IUGR have been shown to have a greater prev-
alence of this condition compared with subjects born AGA.

4. Advantages and disadvantages of Artificial Adaptive
Systems (AAS)

Once the problem is reproduced through the model, one gets an
extraordinary tool for research and experimentation: a virtual
laboratory. Hence, one can explore themany combinations deriving
from the interactions of agents by means of virtual experiments.
Compared to the real experiments there are a number of advan-
tages, and, of course, some disadvantages. The first advantage
consists in the speed at which it is possible to run the experiment,
and to analyze it. This can lead to time saving of three or four order
of magnitudes. The second advantage is that the results have the
strength of evidence driven data, because an agent-based model
can be seen as a dynamic system which products are just optimal
functions. Of course, the empirical validity of such results depends
on the validity of the model and on the calibration and validation of
its parameters. The third advantage is that building an AAS forces
the researcher to an extreme clarity of his ideas about the problem
under modeling. The fourth advantage consists in the relatively
easy reproducibility and extendibility of the results, especially if the
source code of the computer programwere made publicly available
in some sort of open access style (Grossi and Buscema, 2007b).

The major disadvantages are that building, calibrating, vali-
dating, planning experiments, and interpreting results is all but
easy. These tasks require time, expertise, and a strong collaboration
between the modelers and the researchers. Basically, proper
teamwork is required. Moreover, such difficulties grow with the
complexity of the model, which, in turn, replicates the complexity
of the problem under investigation. Indeed, as for all forms of
bioinformatics, biological and medical laboratories require
increasingly, inter-disciplinary skills and heterogenous theoretical
and methodological perspectives.
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Spring	2017	–	Epigenetics	and	Systems	Biology	
Lecture	Outline		(Systems	Biology)	
Michael	K.	Skinner	–	Biol	476/576	
CUE	418,	10:35-11:50	am,	Tuesdays	&	Thursdays	
January	24	&	31,	2017	
Weeks	3	and	4		
	

Systems	Biology	(Components	&	Technology)	

Components	 (DNA,	Expression,	Cellular,	Organ,	Physiology,	Organism,	Differentiation,		 	
	 	 Development,	Phenotype,	Evolution)	
	
Technology	 (Genomics,	Transcriptomes,	Proteomics)	
	 	 (Interaction,	Signaling,	Metabolism)	
	
Omics	 	 (Data	Processing	and	Resources)	
	
	

Required	Reading	
	
ENCODE	(2012)	ENCODE	Explained.	Nature	489:52-55.	
	
Street	ME,	et	al.	(2013)	Artificial	Neural	Networks,	and	Evolutionary	Algorithms	as	a	systems	
biology	approach	to	a	data-base	on	fetal	growth	restriction.	Prog	Biophys	Mol	Biol.	113(3):433-8.	

The human being as a dynamic 
network of networks. In systems 
medicine the human organism is 
envisioned as a system of systems or 
network of networks. At every scale of 
biological organization (molecular, 
cellular, organ, individual and social/
environmental) systems are portrayed 
as giving rise to and embedding each 
other. At all levels the network of 
networks is seen as a dynamic or four-
dimensional process (as opposed to a 
static thing) (Copyright: The Institute 
for Systems Biology, used with 
permission) 
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Omics	Technology	
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Genomics	

Tiling	array	
A	high-density	microarray	that	contains	
evenly	spaced,	or	‘9led’,	sets	of	probes	that	
span	the	genome	or	chromosome,	and	can	be	
used	in	many	experimental	applica9ons	such	
as	transcriptome	characteriza9on,	gene	
discovery,	alterna9ve-splicing	analysis,	ChIP-
chip,	DNA-methyla9on	analysis,	DNA-
polymorphism	analysis,	compara9ve	genome	
analysis	and	genome	resequencing.	

ChIP-chip	
A	high-throughput	experimental	
technique	that	combines	chroma9n	
immunoprecipita9on	(ChIP)	and	
microarray	technology	(chip)	that	
directly	iden9fies	protein-DNA	
interac9ons.	
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Complete strategy for TFBSs focused ChIP-Seq and RNA-Seq data analysis. 
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Transcriptome	
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Proteome	
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Mass	spectrometry	
An	analysis	technique	that	iden9fies	
biochemical	molecules	(such	as	
proteins,	metabolites	or	faIy	acids)	on	
the	basis	of	their	mass	and	charge.	
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Glycomics	
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Protein	Interactome	
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Network and matrix analysis of the respiratory disease interactome. 
Garcia B, Datta G, Cosgrove GP, Strong M. 
BMC Syst Biol. 2014 Mar 22;8:34.  

The cell-cycle interactome: a source of growth regulators? 
Blomme J, Inzé D, Gonzalez N. 
J Exp Bot. 2014 Jun;65(10):2715-30. 

Massive and parallel expression profiling using microarrayed single-cell 
sequencing. 
Vickovic S, Ståhl PL, Salmén F, et al. 
Nat Commun. 2016 Oct 14;7:13182.  

MASC-Seq overview. 
A FACS machine sorts single cells onto a barcoded microarray, printed with six replicates on an 
activated glass slide. The throughput of the method and microarray design as a 33 × 35 ID matrix is 
illustrated. An alternative is to pipette and smear cells which then distribute randomly onto the array. 
Positions of the cells and IDs are noted in a high-resolution image and cDNA is only transcribed 
when an individual cell lands on top of the barcoded oligo-dTVN primer (ID). 
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Required	Reading	
	
ENCODE	(2012)	ENCODE	Explained.	Nature	489:52-55.	
	
Street	ME,	et	al.	(2013)	Artificial	Neural	Networks,	and	Evolutionary	Algorithms	as	a	systems	
biology	approach	to	a	data-base	on	fetal	growth	restriction.	Prog	Biophys	Mol	Biol.	113(3):433-8.	

Metabolome	
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Fig.	13	An	example	of	plots	describing	the	rela9onship	between	area	under	ROC	curve	and	p-
values	for	various	metabolites.	These	plots	are	applicable	when	comparing	univariate	
biomarkers	or	mul9ple	model	predic9ons.	The	more	effec9ve	biomarkers	approach	the	top	leR	
hand	corner	of	the	plot	(i.e.,	low	p-value	and	high	AuROC).	Kindly	reprinted	from	a	study	related	
to	heart	failure203	with	permission	from	Springer.	
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Databases	

Databases	Sources	

•  Na9onal	Center	for	Bioinforma9cs		NCBI	
•  European	Bioinforma9cs	Ins9tute	
•  EMBL	
•  Ensembl	
•  Interpro	
•  Protein	databank	
•  Bionumbers	
•  Gene	Ontology	
•  Pathway-	KEGG	
•  Consensus	Path	DB	
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Omics	data	set	
A	generic	term	that	describes	the	
genome-scale	data	sets	that	are	
emerging	from	high-throughput	
technologies.		Examples	include	whole-
genome	sequencing	data	(genomics)	
and	microarray-based	genome-wide	
expression	profiles	(transcriptomes).	

Data	mining	
An	analy9cal	discipline	that	is	
focused	on	finding	unsuspected	
rela9onships	and	summarizing	oRen	
large	observa9onal	data	sets	in	new	
ways	that	are	both	understandable	
and	useful	to	the	data	owner.	

In	silico	predic:on	
A	general	term	that	refers	to	a	
computa9onal	predic9on	that	usually	
results	from	the	analysis	of	a	
mathema9cal	or	computa9onal	model.	
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Networks	

Network	scaffold	
Refers	to	the	structure	of	a	network	
that	specifies	the	components	of	the	
network	and	the	interac9ons	between	
them,	and	represents	the	end	product	
of	the	network-reconstruc9on	process.	
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Network	module	
A	por9on	of	a	biological	network	that	is	
composed	of	mul9ple	molecular	en99es	
(such	as	genes,	proteins	or	metabolites)	
that	work	together	as	a	dis9nct	unit	
within	the	cell,	for	example,	in	response	
to	certain	s9muli	or	as	part	of	a	
developmental	or	differen9a9on	
programme.	
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Network	reconstruc:on	
The	process	of	integra9ng	different	data	
sources	to	create	a	representa9on	of	
the	chemical	events	that	underlie	a	
biochemical	reac9on	network.	

Governing	constraints	
Biochemical	networks	and	cellular	
systems	are	constrained	by	natural	law.	
These	governing	constraints	include	
physico-chemical	constraints	(such	as	
enzyme	turnover),	topobiological	
constraints	(such	as	cellular	crowding),	
environmental	constraints	(such	as	
nutrient	availability)	and	regulatory	
constraints	(such	as	gene	repression	in	
response	to	external	signals).	

Constraint-based	reconstruc:on	and	
analysis		
(COBRA).	A	genome-scale	modeling	
approach	that	involves:	first,	the	
reconstruc9on	of	biochemical	reac9on	
of	networks;	then,	applying	constraints	
to	the	network;	and	finally,	analyzing	
the	characteris9cs	and	capabili9es	of	
the	network	using	various	
computa9onal	techniques.	
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Network analysis: a new approach to study endocrine disorders. 
Stevens A, et al. 
J Mol Endocrinol. 2013 Dec 19;52(1):R79-93. 

Artificial Neural Networks, and Evolutionary Algorithms as a systems biology 
approach to a data-base on fetal growth restriction. 
Street M, et al. 
Prog Biophys Mol Biol. 2013 Dec;113(3):433-8.  

Typical neural network architecture. The basic elements of ANN are the nodes, also called 
processing elements (PE), and their connections. Each node has its own input, from which it 
receives communications from other nodes and/or from the environment and its own output, from 
which it communicates with other nodes or with the environment. Finally, each node has a function 
through which it transforms its own global input into an output. 

Omics	Data	Integra9on	
Omics	data	integra:on	
The	simultaneous	analysis	of	high-
throughput	genome-scale	data	that	is	
aimed	at	developing	models	of	biological	
systems	to	assess	their	proper9es	and	
behavior.	
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‘Omic’ approaches to profile cellular processes. Both external stimuli and internal signals can initiate the activation of downstream signaling 
pathways through post-transcriptional modification of signaling molecules, such as protein kinases, by phosphorylation. Activation of the signaling 
cascade leads to either transcriptional activation by recruitment and assembly of the transcriptional complex on the DNA, transcription factor/
DNA (TF/DNA) interaction, or inhibition of transcriptional activation by exclusion of key TFs from the complex. Covalent modifications of the DNA 
by methylation and of histones by acetylation have a major role in the regulation of gene expression. Variations in the coding region of the 
genome result in mutations of the gene transcripts, and changes in non-coding region could affect the regulation of gene expression. Gene 
transcripts as messenger RNAs in the cytoplasm are translated into proteins. The protein products synthesized in response to the initial signal 
serve to maintain cellular integrity and react to perturbations in the systems by initiating additional signals or catalyze reactions that generate 
specific metabolites as a by-product. Characterization of these processes at the systems level is known as the ‘omics’ approaches: kinome for 
phosphorylation of proteins, TF/DNA regulome for regulation of transcription by the interaction of TF with DNA, epigenome for modification of 
histones and DNA, genome for the sequence of DNA, transcriptome for the mRNA transcripts of the expressed genes, proteome for the protein 
composition, and metabolome for the metabolites that are generated in a specific tissue or cell (Red P=phosphorylation, Me=methylation, 
Ac=acetylation, line with poly A tail=mRNA). miRNA, microRNA. 
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Overall network. a, Close-up representation of the transcription factor hierarchy. Nodes depict transcription factors. TFSSs are triangles, and non-TFSSs are circles. Left: proximal-edge hierarchy 
with downward pointing edges coloured in green and upward pointing ones coloured in red. The nodes are shaded according to their out-degree in the full network (as described in Table 1). 
Right: factors placed in the same proximal hierarchy but now with edges corresponding to distal regulation coloured green and red, and nodes re-coloured according to out-degree in the distal 
network. The distal edges do not follow the proximal-edge hierarchy. b, Close-up view of transcription-factor–miRNA regulation. The outer circle contains the 119 transcription factor, whereas 
the inner circle contains miRNAs. Red edges correspond to miRNAs regulating transcription factors; green edges show transcription factors regulating miRNAs. Transcription factors and miRNAs 
each are arranged by their out-degree, beginning at the top (12:00) and decreasing in order clockwise. Node sizes are proportional to out-degree. For transcription factors, the out-degree is as 
described in Table 1; for miRNAs, it is according to the out-degree in this network. Red nodes are enriched for miRNA–transcription factor edges and green nodes are enriched for transcription 
factor–miRNA edges. Grey nodes have a balanced number of edges (within ±1). c, Average values of various properties (topological, dynamic, expression-related and selection-related—ordered 
consistently with Table 1) for each level are shown for the proximal-edge hierarchy. The top, middle and bottom rows correspond to the top, middle and bottom of the hierarchy, respectively. 
The sizing of the grey circles indicates the relative ordering of the values for the three levels. Significantly different values (P < 0.05) using the Wilcoxon rank-sum test are indicated by black 
brackets. The proximal-edge hierarchy depicted on the right shows non-synonymous SNP (ns-SNP) density, where the shading corresponds to the density for the associated factor. (See 
Supplementary Fig. 4 for more details.)�

Allelic effects. a, An ‘allelic effects network’ depicting the 
increasing coordination between allele-specific binding and 
allele-specific expression as the number of factors 
regulating a target increases. Central white nodes denote 
transcription factors, and peripheral nodes denote targets, 
which are blue (red) if they are expressed from the 
paternal (maternal) allele. Blue (red) edges denote allele-
specific binding to the paternal (maternal) allele. This 
network represents the strongest differences between the 
paternal- and maternal-specific regulatory networks. As 
one goes around the larger circle anticlockwise 
(clockwise), each of the small circular clusters represents 
targets with progressively more paternal (maternal) 
regulation, indicated by the small blue (red) numbers to the 
side of the clusters. Moreover, within each of the clusters 
the fraction of predominantly paternally (maternally) 
expressed targets increases as one goes around the larger 
circle. As an illustration, this fraction is explicitly indicated 
by the ratios within three of the larger clusters at the 
bottom right. b, Relationship between transcription factor 
allelicity and selection. The bar height is the ratio of the 
degree of selection (as measured by SNP density or 
average DAF) in those binding peaks showing allelic 
behaviour to the degree of selection in all other binding 
peaks. Asterisks represent significant differences (P < 0.05, 
Wilcoxon rank-sum test). (See Supplementary Information 
section I.2 and Supplementary Fig. 10b, c for details.) 

Genetic variation in regulatory DNA linked to mutation rate. a, Mean nucleotide diversity (π, y axis) in DHSs of 97 diverse 
cell types (x axis) estimated using whole-genome sequencing data from 53 unrelated individuals. Cell types are ordered left-to-
right by increasing mean π. Horizontal blue bar shows 95% confidence intervals on mean π in a background model of fourfold 
degenerate coding sites. Note the enrichment of immortal cells at right. ES, embryonic stem; iPS, induced pluripotent stem. b, 
Mean π (left y axis) for pluripotent (yellow) versus malignancy-derived (red) versus normal cells (light green), plotted side-by-side 
with human–chimpanzee divergence (right y axis) computed on the same groups. Boxes indicate 25–75 percentiles, with 
medians highlighted. c, Both low- and high-frequency derived alleles show the same effect. Density of SNPs in DHSs with 
derived allele frequency (DAF) <5% (x axis) is tightly correlated (r2 = 0.84) with the same measure computed for higher-
frequency derived alleles (y axis). Colour-coding is the same as in panel a. 

Multi-lineage DNase I footprinting reveals cell-selective gene regulators. a, Comparative footprinting of the nerve growth factor 
gene (VGF) promoter in multiple cell types reveals both conserved (NRF1, USF1 and SP1) and cell-selective (NRSF) DNase I 
footprints. b, Shown is a heat map of footprint occupancy computed across 12 cell types (columns) for 89 motifs (rows), including well-
characterized cell/tissue-selective regulators, and novel de novo-derived motifs (red text). The motif models for some of these novel de 
novo-derived motifs are indicated next to the heat map. c, The proportion of motif instances in DNase I footprints within distal 
regulatory regions for known (black) and novel (red) cell-type-specific regulators in b is indicated. Also noted are these values for a 
small set of known promoter-proximal regulators (green). ES, embryonic stem. 
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Networks of looping interactions.	a, Histogram showing the number of TSSs (left, red) or distal fragments (middle, blue) in percentages that are 
involved in 0, 1, 2,….10 (and above) looping interactions (degree, x axis) in GM12878 cells. All of the values for degrees that are >9 are grouped under 
degree 10+. The dark red bars represent the percentages of looping TSSs that are expressed whereas light red bars represent the percentages of looping 
TSSs that are not expressed. Inset: the difference in percentage between looping TSSs that are expressed and not expressed for each degree is shown. 
The right panel shows the degree distribution for each functional group of distal fragments. The average degrees (mean, µ) for TSSs and distal fragments 
are indicated. The first value is the mean degree considering all the TSS/distal fragments (looping plus non-looping), whereas the second value is the 
mean degree of looping TSS/distal fragments (excluding degree = 0). b, Web plot showing the long-range looping interactions in the ENr132 region in 
K562 cells. The interrogated distal fragments (blue circles) and the TSSs (red circles) are positioned according to genomic coordinates and the 
GENCODE v7 gene annotation is indicated. The size of the red circles indicates whether that TSS is expressed (large circles) or not expressed (small 
circles). The thin grey lines show all the interactions that were interrogated. The coloured lines show significant looping interactions between TSSs and 
distal fragments of a particular group. 

Current advances in systems and integrative biology. 
Robinson SW, Fernandes M, Husi H. 
Comput Struct Biotechnol J. 2014 Aug 27;11(18):35-46. 

Systems Biology and 
Medicine  
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Personalized	genomic	medicine	
The	idea	that	genome-scale	technologies	
will	allow	clinicians	to	apply	treatment	
regimens	that	are	tailored	specifically	to	
an	individual	pa9ent	on	the	basis	of	their	
gene9c	makeup	and	associated	
predisposi9ons.	

Multiscale analysis of kidney function. Maintenance of renal function requires the coordinated regulation from other organ systems 
(neuroendocrine and cardiovascular) and various tissue compartments and cells within the kidney. To recapitulate normal renal physiology in 
biological models, this multiscale organization from organ systems down to cell/gene level will need to be determined. The interactions at several 
levels have been described: Systems Approach for Physiological Integration of Renal, Cardiac, and Respiratory (SAPHIR) models, as well as 
models of autoregulation of glomerular blood flow, tubuloglomerular feedback, and tubulovascular exchange. Clinical parameters that we can use 
to assess and infer the function of organ systems and organs include blood pressure and cardiac function for cardiovascular and neuroendocrine 
input into the kidney, glomerular filtration rate (GFR), and proteinuria as determinants of the filtration function of the glomeruli, balance of 
electrolytes as an indicator of tubular function, podocyte number, foot process effacement, mesangial deposition, glomerulosclerosis, and 
tubulointerstitial fibrosis on renal histology as indicators of disease severity, and genetic variations (mutations, single-nucleotide polymorphisms 
(SNPs)) and mRNA and protein expression levels as indices of cellular response to internal and external stimuli. RTEC, renal tubular epithelial 
cell. 
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A schematic of the network perturbations of one neural degenerative network over the 20 weeks of 
the progression of this disease in a mouse model. The red nodes indicate mRNAs that have 
become disease perturbed as compared with the brain transcripts of normal mice. The spreading of 
the disease-perturbed networks at the three different times points is striking – indicating the 
progressive disease perturbation of this neurodegenerative network. 

Cellular regulatory networks can explain rare adverse events. A disease module focused on long-QT 
syndrome connecting targets for two drugs (blue), the Src inhibitor dasatinib (a cancer drug) and 
loperamide (an antidiarrheal) that interacts with calmodulin (CALM1), through intermediate nodes to 
genes known to be associated with congenital forms of the long-QT syndrome. Such a subnetwork 
provides a plausible explanation of how these drugs used to treat different pathophysiologies produce 
the same adverse event. Figure from Berger et al.25 
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Evolutionary Systems Biology Revolutionary Systems Biology 
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Systems Biology Approaches to a Rational Drug Discovery Paradigm. 
Prathipati P, Mizuguchi K. 
Curr Top Med Chem. 2016;16(9):1009-25.  
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High definition for systems biology of microbial communities: metagenomics gets 
genome-centric and strain-resolved. 
Turaev D, Rattei T. 
Curr Opin Biotechnol. 2016 Jun;39:174-81.  

Multiple coverage binning. Multiple 
samples of the same microbiome 
are taken, for example, at different 
time points. The extracted DNA is 
sequenced and assembled into 
contigs. For each contig, the 
coverage in each sample is 
estimated by mapping of the reads 
from each sample. The coverage 
profiles and sequence composition 
statistics data are clustered. 
Contigs having similar coverage 
profiles and similar sequence 
composition are thereby grouped 
into the same bin. 

Plant synthetic biology for molecular engineering of signalling and development. 
Nemhauser JL, Torii KU. 
Nat Plants. 2016 Mar 2;2:16010. 

Schematic representation of the analysis strategy used in the 
case study, highlighting how the inferred static multiscale 
network from the clinical chronic obstructive pulmonary 
disease (COPD) cohort (A–C) can be bridged to the inference 
of a dynamic network representing the temporal progression 
of events following an experimental challenge (hypoxic 
exposure) in a murine animal model (D–G). Having identified 
a clinical condition with known outcome (exercise intolerance 
in patients with respiratory disease), we could target unknown 
mechanisms by focusing on one likely source of functional 
limitation (skeletal muscle dysfunction ± central limitation on 
O2 supply) and generate data characterizing the phenotype. 
Both genomic and physiological readouts were used to 
construct a network of inferred interactions, which was then 
interrogated to identify statistically robust linkages among 
broad biological functions. While very useful in providing a list 
of useful biomarkers, there remains a potential limitation with 
single-point associations. The dynamic nature of relationships 
is captured by repeated measures across a suitable time 
scale (which will vary for different molecular, physiological, 
and structural responses) using an animal model of 
respiratory distress, where the transcriptome-based model 
demonstrated the central importance of oxygen in the 
response. V̇o2max, maximum O2 uptake; ARACNE, Algorithm 
for the Reconstruction of Accurate Cellular Networks. 

Multilevel functional genomics data integration as a tool for understanding 
physiology: a network biology perspective. 
Davidsen PK, Turan N, Egginton S, Falciani F. 
J Appl Physiol (1985). 2016 Feb 1;120(3):297-309.  
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Graphical representation highlighting putative regulatory associations (significant correlation between two factors is shown as a 
dashed line) that likely represent robust interactions, based on high mutual information values. The focus is on central metabolism 
pathways [i.e., glycolysis, TCA, and oxidative phosphorylation (OXPHOS), respectively] and their immediate neighbors. The gray 
boxes define functional enrichment of the different bioenergetic compartments based on direct neighbors. Individual genes of 
relevance are grouped into modules with others of related function, as are physiological readouts that may be treated in a similar 
manner for statistical analysis. C1–C5: the different complexes in the electron transport chain. The value of such an approach is in 
providing a detailed overview of a complex interaction network, reducing the huge number of potential factors into groups of defined 
function, and offering a limited number of candidates whose utility as biomarkers or therapeutic targets may be experimentally 
verified. KEGG, Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes; GOBP, Gene Ontology Biological Process; GPBP, Goodpasture 
antigen-binding protein; GOMF, Gene Ontology Molecular Function; PaO2, arterial oxygen tension; SIRT, sirtuin; HDAC, histone 
deacetylase. 

A higher resolution representation of Fig. 5, highlighting the most significant gene interactions 
between components in the four inferred modules, is shown. Lines represent factor interactions 
based on mutual information (blue represents temporal repression, red represents temporal 
induction). Genes are color coded for broad functional categories (red, cytokines; blue, epigenetic 
modifiers; green, aerobic metabolism; purple, muscle differentiation; yellow, cell interaction). 

A "systems medicine" approach to the study of non-alcoholic fatty liver 
disease. 
Petta S, Valenti L, Bugianesi E, Targher G, Bellentani S, Bonino F; Special Interest Group on 
Personalised Hepatology of the Italian Association for the Study of the Liver (AISF).; Special 
Interest Group on Personalised Hepatology of Italian Association for Study of Liver AISF.. 
Dig Liver Dis. 2016 Mar;48(3):333-42. 

Abstract 
 
The prevalence of fatty liver (steatosis) in the general population is rapidly increasing 
worldwide. The progress of knowledge in the physiopathology of fatty liver is based on 
the systems biology approach to studying the complex interactions among different 
physiological systems. Similarly, translational and clinical research should address the 
complex interplay between these systems impacting on fatty liver. The clinical needs 
drive the applications of systems medicine to re-define clinical phenotypes, assessing 
the multiple nature of disease susceptibility and progression (e.g. the definition of risk, 
prognosis, diagnosis criteria, and new endpoints of clinical trials). Based on this premise 
and in light of recent findings, the complex mechanisms involved in the pathology of fatty 
liver and their impact on the short- and long-term clinical outcomes of cardiovascular, 
metabolic liver diseases associated with steatosis are presented in this review using a 
new "systems medicine" approach. A new data set is proposed for studying the 
impairments of different physiological systems that have an impact on fatty liver in 
different subsets of subjects and patients.  
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